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Abstract
In the double field theory, gauge symmetries are realized as generalized diffeomorphisms
in the doubled spacetime. By consistency of the theory, dependence of tensor fields on
the doubled coordinates is strongly constrained. This causes finite transformation law
highly complicated, both technically and conceptually. In this paper, we propose a new,
physically intuitive approach to finite gauge transformations by utilizing untwisted form
of vector fields. In our approach, finite gauge transformation law is expressed in terms of
diffeomorphisms on a maximal null subspace on which dynamical degrees of freedom live
and of a local rotation of this null subspace embedded inside the doubled space. We show
that our finite transformation automatically satisfies the composition law. We also show
that ours is free from the so-called Papadopoulos problem, so can describe background
with nontrivial three-form flux H3. Added advantage of our approach is straightforward
applicability to general extended field theories. We demonstrate this by explicitly obtaining
finite transformation law in the SL(5) exceptional field theory.
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1 Introduction
It is well-known that a string compactified on a d-torus, Td = (S1)d possess O(d, d,Z) T -
duality symmetry, exchanging winding and center-of-mass momentum modes. Actually the
O(d, d) duality rotation transforms not only these zero-modes but also string oscillator modes
among themselves. In particular, the duality rotation acts non-trivially on the massless states
of the graviton, Kalb-Ramond field and dilaton as well as Ramond-Ramond p-forms. To put
the T -duality symmetry manifest in low-energy effective field theory of these massless states,
a novel approach called the double field theory (DFT) was developed [1–6].
In DFT, the dimensions of spacetime are doubled and all massless fields are covariantly
extended over the doubled spacetime. Yet, the extension should maintain the same degrees
of freedom. This requirement puts a consistency condition that the extended fields need to
be covariantly constrained. This so-called strong constraint puts actual physical excitations
to depend only on half of the doubled spacetime coordinates. This constraint renders the
structure of doubled spacetime quite different from that of the conventional spacetime. As
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such, the geometry of the doubled spacetime – both local and global aspects – was not fully
understood to date.
In addition to the global O(d, d) duality symmetry, the DFT is also invariant under local
gauge transformations, which is the generalization of the d-dimensional coordinate transfor-
mations or diffeomorphisms and the gauge transformations of Kalb-Ramond B-field. This
combined gauge transformation is called the generalized coordinate transformation [7]. Bet-
ter understanding of properties of this generalized coordinate transformation is an important
step toward deeper understanding of geometric aspects of DFT. Under infinitesimal transfor-
mations, the properties are well understood; the generalized coordinate transformations are
generated by the generalized Lie derivatives. The purpose of this paper is to investigate fi-
nite version of the generalized coordinate transformations of doubled spacetime, viz. the finite
gauge transformations of DFT.
Aspects of the finite generalized coordinate transformations were studied previously. After
the original work by Hohm and Zwiebach [7], finite generalized coordinate transformations
in the doubled spacetime and global aspects of the doubled spacetime were examined from
various perspectives [8–17]. The finite transformation law is specified by a transformation
matrix acting on a (generalized) tensor field. In the original approach of Hohm and Zwiebach,
the transformation matrix is manifestly O(d, d) covariant and has a simple form, yet left sev-
eral outstanding issues unanswered. An issue raised by Papadopoulos [14] is that imposing a
patching condition with the transformation matrix puts the three-form field strength H3 of
Kalb-Ramond two-form potential an exact form. As such, in backgrounds with non-trivial
H3-flux, it is not possible to patch the doubled spacetime with their transformation matrix.
Another issue is that their transformation matrix does not satisfy the composition law in
the usual manner [7, 11, 12]. In order to address these issues further, a completely different
approach, which uses the untwisted form of vector fields, was proposed by Hull [18]. In this
approach, the transformation matrix was expressed in terms of both a coordinate transforma-
tion in a d-dimensional null subspace N inside the doubled spacetime and a gauge parameter,
v˜m(x), associated with a finite transformation of Kalb-Ramond potential B2. If we regard the
transformation matrix as a transition function between tensor fields in different patches, it
should satisfy the cocycle condition on a triple overlap of patches (which is necessary for the
composition law to be satisfied). It was found (see section 6.5 of [18]) that the transformation
matrix indeed satisfies the cocycle condition of composition laws, thus ameliorating the issue
raised by Papadopoulos.
In this paper, we propose a new, physically intuitive approach to finite transformations in
DFT, which is manifestly free from the above two issues regarding the finite generalized coor-
dinate transformations. Our proposal is similar in spirit but different in core physics details
to Hull [18], and also has the desirable feature that allows straightforward extension to EFTs.
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In Hull’s approach, finite gauge parameter v˜m(x) was taken of its own, not associated with
any geometric quantities in the doubled spacetime, such as a variation in the dual coordinates.
In our approach, we take a different approach and relate the finite gauge parameter v˜m(x) to
the variation of an antisymmetric two-form bmn(x) (not to be confused with Kalb-Ramond
two-form potential B2) which is a ‘geometric’ quantity inherent to the embedding of null sub-
space N inside the doubled spacetime. Facilitated by such geometric structures, we show that
our proposed approach to finite generalized coordinate transformation achieves the following
features:
• the composition laws, necessary for putting generalized diffeomorphisms to the same
category as finite-dimensional Lie groups or of conventional coordinate transformations
in general relativity,
• restriction-free patching condition, necessary for describing non-trivial H3 flux
background and for formulating immune from the Papadopoulos problem [14].
An added feature of our approach is that it is straightforwardly generalizable to excep-
tional spacetimes. The M-theory is considered to be a nonperturbative unification of all string
theories. The M-theory compactified on a torus Td is then known to possess a larger duality
group, the U -duality group [19]. Manifestly U -duality covariant formulations of the compacti-
fied M-theory have been investigated in various works [20–37]. In particular, a new approach,
called the exceptional field theory (EFT), was developed recently [38–44]. While finite trans-
formations in DFT have been studied rather extensively, due to the technical complications
in EFT, no concrete proposition has been made for finite gauge transformations in EFT (see,
however, [12, 14, 17] for previous discussions related to the finite transformations in EFT). In
this paper, we extend our approach to the finite transformation in DFT to the SL(5) EFT and
obtain rules for the finite gauge transformations, which also manifestly satisfy the composition
laws.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the finite transformations in
infinite-dimensional Lie groups and in general relativity. In section 3, using the untwisted
form of vector fields, we construct finite generalized coordinate transformations in DFT. For
comparison, we first review previous approaches. We then explain our approach and construct
finite transformations in geometric backgrounds. We explicitly check that this finite transfor-
mations obey the composition laws. We next construct finite transformations in non-geometric
backgrounds. In section 4, based on the formalism of section 3, we discuss global aspects of
codimension-2 backgrounds in DFT: backgrounds produced by defect NS5-brane or exotic
522-brane. In section 5, we extend these finite transformations to SL(5) EFT. Discussions and
future directions are given in section 6.
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Note added: While finishing this work, we became aware from private communication of a
closely related work by N. Chaemjumrus and C. Hull. Their preprint, [45], which appeared
on the arXiv almost two months after our preprint was posted, significantly overlaps with our
results and also significantly misinterprets ours.
2 Finite Transformations
Before considering finite generalized coordinate transformations, we first review finite trans-
formations in infinite-dimensional Lie groups and in general relativity, both formulated as
differential geometry of metric manifold.
2.1 Finite transformations in Lie groups
We first recall the relation between a Lie algebra g and its Lie group G [46] with particular
attention to infinite-dimensional situation.1
If G is finite-dimensional, it is well-known that, at least locally around an identity element,
the Lie group G is completely described by its Lie algebra g. This correspondence is given by
the exponential map,
Exp : X ∈ g → exp(X) ∈ G . (2.1)
In fact, for every X ∈ g, there always exists a unique analytic homomorphism v(t) of R into
G with v˙(0) = X. So, the exponential map is a ‘local diffeomorphism’ from the Lie algebra g
to the Lie group G.
More explicitly, let X ∈ g and let X˜ the corresponding left-invariant vector field. The flow
of the field X˜ is a map yX : R×G→ G such that
d
dt
yX(t, g) = X˜(yX(t, g)) for all t and yX(0, g) = g . (2.2)
The flow yX is the solution of this first-order, nonlinear ordinary differential equation. For
finite-dimensional Lie algebra, the solution always exists and is unique. In the case the flow
subgroup yX(I, t) exists for all X ∈ g, the exponential map is defined by the unit-time map
X → yX(I, 1).
Note that the analytic homomorphism of R into G used for the exponential map defines a
one-parameter subgroup of the Lie group G:
t → φt := exp(tX) for X ∈ g . (2.3)
1Roughly speaking, by an infinite-dimensional manifold, we mean a manifold modeled on an infinite-
dimensional, locally convex vector space, just like a finite-dimensional manifold is modeled on Euclidean space.
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It has the properties that (φs)
−1 = φ−s, φ0 = I, and
φt ◦ φs = φs ◦ φtφs+t for all s, t ∈ R and all X ∈ g . (2.4)
If G is infinite-dimensional, this correspondence is no longer straightforward. There could
exist Lie groups that do not admit an exponential map. Moreover, even if the exponential
map exists, it may not be a local diffeomorphism. Furthermore, there could exist infinite-
dimensional Lie algebras that do not correspond to any Lie group. This is in failure of
Lie’s third theorem, which states that every finite-dimensional Lie algebra is the Lie algebra
attached to some finite-dimensional Lie group.
One may avoid such pathologies by restricting G to the class of Banach Lie groups, viz. the
Lie groups that are locally defined on Banach spaces and behave like finite-dimensional Lie
groups. In this case, the exponential map always exists and is a local diffeomorphism. Such
restrictions would already exclude the important case of diffeomorphism groups. This explains
why infinite-dimensional differential geometry and infinite-dimensional Lie groups are still
under active development.
2.2 Finite transformations in (semi-)Riemannian geometry
We next recall some elements of semi-Riemannian geometry (see [47,48] for concise exposition).
We consider a differentiable Lorentzian manifold M with local coordinates xm. For a given
vector field vm(x), we can obtain integral curves or one-parameter families of diffeomorphism,
φs : R×M→M with s ∈ R, that has the properties
φs+t = φs ◦ φt = φt ◦ φs , (φs)−1 = φ−s , φ0(p) = p , (2.5)
for all s, t ∈ R and for all p ∈ M. An integral curve φs(p) through a point p ∈ M, of
coordinates xms
(
x(p)
) ≡ xm(φs(p)), is a solution of the differential equation:
dxms (x)
ds
= vm
(
xs(x)
)
. (2.6)
Given the diffeomorphism φs and a function f(x), we can define the pullback of f(x) onto the
integral curve by
φ∗sf(x) ≡ f
(
xs(x)
)
. (2.7)
Using this, we can define the pushforward, φs∗w of a vector field w, by
(φs∗w)(xs) · f(xs) ≡ w(x) · (φ∗sf)(x) , (2.8)
where the dot denotes the directional derivative, w(x) · f(x) ≡ wm(x) ∂mf(x). We can then
define the pullback φ∗sα of a one-form field α by
〈φ∗sα,w〉(x) ≡ 〈α, φs∗w〉(xs) , (2.9)
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where 〈α, v〉(x) ≡ αm(x) vm(x) is the conventional canonical pairing of a one-form field and a
vector field. Since φs is a diffeomorphism, it has the inverse map (φs)
−1 = φ−s. So, we can
define the pullback of a vector field or the pushforward of a one-form field by
φ∗sw(x) ≡ φ−s∗w(x) , φs∗α(x) ≡ φ∗−sα(x) . (2.10)
From these, the pushforward (or also the pullback, φ∗s = φ−s∗) of an arbitrary (k, l)-tensor
field, Tm1···mkn1···nl (x), is straightforwardly given by
T (α(1), . . . , α(k) ; w(1), . . . , w(l)
)
(x)
≡ φs∗T
(
(φ∗−sα(1)), . . . , (φ
∗
−sα(k)) ; (φs∗w(1)), . . . , (φs∗w(l))
)
(xs) , (2.11)
where α(1), . . . , α(k) are arbitrary one-form fields and w(1), . . . , w(l) are arbitrary vector fields.
The Lie derivative £v acting on the (k, l)-tensor field is then defined by
£vT (x) ≡ lim
s→0
φ−s∗T (x)− T (x)
s
= − d
ds
φs∗T (x)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= +
d
ds
φ∗sT (x)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (2.12)
Up to this point, all definitions and properties are general and valid for arbitrary space-
time manifold. In particular, they should be applicable to doubled or exceptional spacetimes
(though the definitions might be not sufficient), else it would be difficult to endow a geometric
interpretation for such spacetimes. Moreover, if there is no constraint on the coordinate depen-
dence of dynamical fields or gauge parameters, taking f(x) = xm in (2.8), we can completely
determine the finite transformation law acting on a vector field w ,
(
φs∗w
)m
(xs) =
∂xms
∂xn
wn(x) , (2.13)
and extend it to arbitrary tensor fields. From (2.13), we easily obtain the conventional Lie
derivative:
(£vw)
m(x) = vn(x) ∂nw
m(x)− wn(x) ∂nvm(x) . (2.14)
For diffeomorphisms of steady flow type, the vector field vm(x) is independent of the
parameter s. In this case, the integral curve, xms (x), and the pullback of a (k, l)-tensor field
can formally be expressed as
xms (x) = e
s v ·xm and φ∗sT (x) = es£v T (x) . (2.15)
For diffeomorphisms of non-steady flow type, the vector field vm(x) depends on the parameter
s. If so, the integral curves of vm(x) at a fixed s (i.e. streamlines) do not coincide with the
pathlines, xms (x), which are defined through (2.6) with the s-dependent v
m(x). In this case,
expressions like (2.15) do not hold. In DFT, we sometimes consider this kind of s-dependent
vm(x).
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To be self-contained, we also recall the active and passive interpretations of the finite
transformation law. In the above discussion, we adopted the active point of view, but we can
also interpret (2.13) or(
φ−s∗w
)m
(x−s) =
∂xm−s
∂xn
wn(x) =
(
φ∗sw
)m
(x−s) = e−s v
(
es£v w
)m
(x) , (2.16)
as caused by a passive coordinate transformation. In the active point of view, xm−s ≡ xm(φ−s(p))
were the coordinate values after the active diffeomorphism, φ−s. On the other hand, in the
passive interpretation, x′m ≡ xm ◦ φ−s are interpreted as the new local coordinates while the
physical point, p ∈M, is not changed under the transformation. In other words, defining the
new coordinates x′m and the transformed components w′m(x′) ≡ φ−s∗wm(x′), the formula
w′m(x′) =
∂x′m
∂xn
wn(x) = e−s v
(
es£v w
)m
(x) , (2.17)
is interpreted as induced by the coordinate transformation, xm → x′m. This is simply a change
in the interpretation. Formally, if one compares this with the pullback in the active point of
view (2.15), one just changes in the sign in the transformed coordinates, x′m = e−s v xm .
2.3 Finite transformations in double / exceptional field theories
We now generalize the above considerations to the situation that the manifold M is doubled
or exceptional spacetime. When we defined DFT or EFT, the key difference from the general
relativity is the presence of strong constraint. The constraint imposes that, if we introduce a
suitable local coordinates, xM = (xm, x˜i) (m = 1, . . . , d, i = 1, . . . , n),
2 all tensor fields and
gauge parameters must be independent of the dual coordinates, x˜i (i.e. ∂˜
i = 0). Then, the
function f(x) in the left-hand side of (2.8) cannot depend on the dual coordinates, x˜i either.
In the following, we denote a finitely transformed generalized vector, with a gauge parameter
VM (x) and a parameter s, by WM(s,V )(x). As the finite gauge transformation can be identified
with the pullback under a finite diffeomorphism, xM → xMs , it should satisfy
W(s,V )(x) · f(x) ≡WM (xs)
∂f
∂xMs
(x(xs)) =
∂xn
∂xms
wm(xs) ∂nf(x(xs)) . (2.18)
Here, we used the section constraint ∂˜nf(x) = 0 and (∂xn/∂x˜sm) = 0 in the second equality. As
the first equality in (2.18) is the defining equation for WM(s,V )(x), the disappearance of the dual
components (W(s,V ))i(x) in the rightmost side means that we cannot determine (W(s,V ))i(x)
only from geometric considerations. Put differently, in DFT and EFT, there is a room for a
modification of the dual components (W(s,V ))i(x) from the conventional transformation law.
In DFT, where xM = (xm, x˜m) are doubled coordinates and V
M = (vm, v˜m), W
M =
(wm, w˜m) are doubled vector fields, the gauge symmetries are generated by the generalized
2Doubled spacetime corresponds to n = d, while exceptional spacetime corresponds to n 6= d.
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Lie derivative [3, 4]:(
δVW
)M
= V N ∂NW
M − (∂NVM − ∂MVN)WN ≡ (£ˆVW )M . (2.19)
This can be identified with an infinitesimal diffeomorphism in the doubled spacetimeM. With
the section constraint, ∂˜m = 0 imposed, the generalized Lie derivative of DFT becomes3
£ˆVW
M (x) =
 (£vw)m(x)
(£vw˜)m(x) + (∂mv˜n − ∂nv˜m)(x)wn(x)
 , (2.20)
where £v is the conventional Lie derivative along the vector field v(x) = v
m(x) ∂m. As is clear
from (2.20), the dual components (the lower-half components) of (£ˆVW )
M (x) are indeed
modified from the conventional Lie derivative in the doubled spacetime.
Extension to EFT is straightforward. Once the generalized Lie derivative, £ˆVW
M (x), is
prescribed, we first solve the first-order ordinary differential equation
d
ds
WM(s,V )(x) ≡ (£ˆVW(s,V ))M (x) , (2.21)
and obtain the finitely transformed generalized vector WM(s,V )(x) for an arbitrary finite pa-
rameter s. We then rewrite the vector WM(s,V )(x) in terms of the transformed coordinates,
xMs (x). It then becomes clear that the transformed coordinates x
m
s (x) should be given by
xms (x) = e
s v xm in order to satisfy (2.18), while, since all fields are independent of the dual
coordinates, the transformed dual coordinates x˜si (x) are arbitrary.
Our key idea is to exploit the fact that the transformed dual coordinates x˜sm(x) are arbi-
trary, equivalently, there is no canonical definition of them. Indeed, in DFT, as we shall recall
in section 3.1, several alternative definitions x˜sm(x) = e
s V x˜m or x˜
s
m(x) = x˜m were already
considered.4 In section 3.3, we put forward a new definition of x˜sm(x) with which we can show
that firstly the Papadopoulos problem does not arise and secondly the composition law is
satisfied (see section 3.4). Our goal is to obtain the pullback WM(s,V )(x) and express it in terms
of the transformed coordinates xms (x) and a geometric quantity bmn(x) to be defined later.
3 Finite transformations in DFT
In this section, we present details of our proposed definition of finite transformations in DFT.
In section 3.1, we begin by reviewing previous approaches for finite transformations in DFT.
3In this paper, we use the convention for the matrix representation, WM = (wm, w˜m), following [18],
although WM = (w˜m, w
m) is more commonly used in the literature.
4If we realize the B-field gauge transformation as a diffeomorphism in the dual coordinates (as in Hohm and
Zwiebach’s approach [7]), the three-form field strength, H3 = dB2, becomes globally an exact form due to the
Papadopoulos problem [14] (We would like to thank C. Hull for conversation on this point). We comment on
this issue in detail in section 3.3.
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Since the doubled spacetime has an invariant tensor η, called the O(d, d) metric, that is used to
raise or lower the indices, once the finite transformation law for a generalized vector WM (or
instead WM ) is obtained, the transformation law for arbitrary tensors can be readily obtained.
The main task of this section is thus to obtain WM(s,V )(x) by solving the differential equation
(2.21). Our proposal for the finite transformation is defined in 3.2, which is physically intuitive
in terms of the geometry of null subspaces. Our definition of the transformed dual coordinates
and a discussion about the Papadopoulos problem is given in section 3.3. The composition
law of our finite transformations is shown in section 3.4. In section 3.5, we construct finite
transformations in non-geometric backgrounds.
3.1 Review of previous studies
The Approach of Hohm and Zwiebach
In the original approach by Hohm and Zwiebach [7], the finite transformation law (or push-
forward) of a generalized vector fieldWM (x) under a (passive) finite coordinate transformation,
xM → x′M = e−V xM , was proposed as
W ′M (x
′) = FMN (x′, x)WN (x) where FMN (x′, x) ≡ 1
2
(
∂x′M
∂xP
∂xN
∂x′P
+
∂xP
∂x′M
∂x′P
∂xN
)
. (3.1)
Imposing the strong constraint, they found that the transformation matrix FMN obeys
∂′M = FMN ∂N , FMK(x′, x)FNK(x′, x) = δNM , FMN (x, x′) = FNM (x′, x) . (3.2)
They then showed that the transformed generalized vector W ′M (x
′) can be expressed as the
exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative with a gauge parameter VM (x),
W ′M (x
′) ≡ e−V ·W ′M (x) = e−V ·W ′M (x) =
(
e−V e£ˆV W
)
M
(x) . (3.3)
Here, the gauge parameter, VM (x), is assumed to be related to the original parameter, VM (x)
(introduced for the coordinate change), via
VM (x) = VM (x) +
∑
i
ρi(x) ∂
Mχi(x) (3.4)
with certain functions ρi(x) and χi(x) satisfying the strong constraint (which gives V
M ∂M ◦ =
VM ∂M ◦).5
In the coordinates with ∂˜m = 0, this relation has the form,
VM (x) =
vm(x)
v˜m(x)
 =
 vm(x)
v˜m(x) +
∑
i ρi(x) ∂mχi(x)
 , (3.5)
5From the strong constraint, we have
∑
i ρi(x) ∂
Mχi(x) ∂Mφ(x) = 0 for arbitrary field φ(x), so from (3.3),
we have VM ∂Mφ(x) = V
M ∂Mφ(x). We thus obtain e
−V · φ(x) = e−V · φ(x) and it shows the second equality
in (3.3).
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so the difference between VM (x) and VM (x) is only in the dual components. Thus, the
standard components of the transformed coordinates is simply x′m(x) = e−V xm = e−v xm,
as it should be. In [7], the explicit form of
∑
i ρi(x) ∂
Mχi(x) satisfying the relation (3.3) was
found up to the quartic order in VM (x);∑
i
ρi(x) ∂
Mχi(x) =
1
12
(
V · V N)(x) ∂MVN (x) +O(V 5) . (3.6)
They also discussed in detail subtleties of their approach in the composition of finite transfor-
mations (see also [11] for further discussion). The higher order corrections for
∑
i ρi(x) ∂
Mχi(x)
within this approach was further studied in [17].
The Approach of Park
In [9], Park obtained a result similar to Hohm and Zwiebach from an active diffeomorphism
point of view. As in the latter approach, the transformation matrix for a generalized vector
field under a finite (active) diffeomorphism, xM → xMs ≡ esV xM , was identified with the
matrix FMN :
WsM (x) ≡ FMN (x, xs)WN (xs) . (3.7)
He showed that FMN (x, xs) satisfies
d
ds
FMN = VK ∂KFMN +
(
∂MVK − ∂KVM
)FKN , (3.8)
where
VM ≡ VM + 1
2
VN ∂
MfNs and f
M
s ≡
∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
V N ∂N
)n−1
VM . (3.9)
It follows that
d
ds
WsM (x) = £ˆVWsM (x) (3.10)
for an arbitrary s. Note that, since VM (x) explicitly depends on the parameter s, W(s=1)M (x)
cannot be written as an exponential form (e£ˆV W )M (x). As such, it is not easy to compare
the result with (3.5).
In [9], coordinate transformations generated by generalized vectors of the form, VM =
φi∂Mϕi, were called the coordinate gauge symmetry. As shown there, imposing the condition,
∂˜m = 0, this symmetry turns out equivalent to the gauge symmetry for the Kalb-Ramond
two-form potential B. As the difference between the gauge parameter, VM (x), and the dif-
feomorphism parameter, VM (x), in (3.9) is just given by a coordinate gauge symmetry, it
was claimed that the exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative (es £ˆV W )M (x) matches
with (3.7) up to the coordinate gauge symmetry. In [10], it was further shown that if all
points related by the coordinate gauge symmetry are identified as a single physical point, the
strong constraint can be automatically derived. There also, a string worldsheet action which
is invariant under the coordinate gauge symmetry was developed.
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The approach by Berman, Cederwall, and Perry
In this approach [12], the finite transformation law under a passive transformation xM →
x′M ≡ e−V xM was given by
W ′M (x
′) = (e−V e£ˆV W )M (x) ≡ GMN WN (x) . (3.11)
They then showed that the transformation matrix, (GMN ) = e−V eV+a−aT (aMN ≡ ∂MV N ),
is related to FMN via
FMN = (G e∆)MN (3.12)
with
e∆ ≡
∞∏
n=2
n−1∏
k=0
(
1 +
1
2
(−1)n(n− 2k − 1)
(n+ 1)(k + 1)!(n− k)! Mn,k
)
,
(Mn,k)M
N ≡ ∂M
(
V k · V L) ∂N(V n−k−1 · VL) .
(3.13)
Under the constraint, ∂˜m = 0, the matrix Mn,k has the only non-vanishing components,
(Mn,k)mn, and e
∆ corresponds to a B-field transformation. They referred this B-field trans-
formations as non-translating transformations, and claimed that the exponentiation of the
generalized Lie derivative, GMN , matches with FMN up to a non-translating transformation.
They also confirmed consistency with Hohm and Zwiebach’s result up to the cubic order in
VM .
Moreover, they stressed that, if the matrix FMN is regarded as a map, GL(2d)→ O(d, d),
MM
N ≡ ∂Mx′N 7→ FMN (x′, x), it is not a group homomorphism;
F(M)F(N) 6= F(MN) (M, N ∈ GL(2d)) . (3.14)
This implies the composition law is not satisfied. They further discussed the relation be-
tween the failure of the composition law and the gerbe structure associated with the B-field
transformations.
The approach of Hull
A different approach, using an untwisted vector, was developed in [18]. In this approach, the
strong constraint ∂˜m = 0 is solved at the outset, and all fields depend only on the coordinates
xm of a d-dimensional null subspace N . Further, one considers the coordinate change only on
the null plane N (which is one leaf of a constant-x˜m foliation), while the dual coordinates are
always kept invariant, x˜′m = x˜m. Now, for a given generalized vector WM (x), one associates
the untwisted vector, ŴM (x), by
ŴM (x) ≡
wm(x)
ŵm(x)
 ≡
 wm(x)
w˜m(x)−Bmn(x)wn(x)
 =
 δmn 0
−Bmn(x) δnm
wn(x)
w˜n(x)
 . (3.15)
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Here, Bmn(x), called a gerbe connection, is an anti-symmetric two-form which transforms as
δVBmn(x) = £vBmn(x) + ∂mv˜n(x)− ∂nv˜m(x) , (3.16)
under the gauge transformation. In [18], it was chosen to be the Kalb-Ramond B-field.
An important property of the untwisted vector ŴM is that the transformation under the
gauge symmetry is simply given by the conventional Lie derivative:
δV Ŵ
M (x) =
£vwm(x)
£vŵm(x)
 . (3.17)
As such, the untwisted vector ŴM (x) is independent of transformations generated by v˜m(x).
Therefore, the transformation law under a finite (passive) coordinate transformation, xm →
x′m, is given by
ŴM (x′) =
∂x′m∂xn 0
0 ∂x
n
∂x′m
wn(x)
w˜n(x)
 . (3.18)
Under the constraint ∂˜m = 0, the gauge symmetry of DFT is a semi-direct product of diffeo-
morphisms and B-field transformations, so a finite transformation law for the B-field should
be expressible as
B′mn(x
′) =
∂xp
∂x′m
∂xq
∂x′n
(
Bpq + ∂pv˜q − ∂qv˜p
)
(x) , (3.19)
where v˜m(x) is a certain gauge parameter associated with the finite B-field gauge transfor-
mation. By combining (3.18) and (3.19), the transformation law for the generalized vector
WM (x) is obtained as
W ′M (x′) =
 δmn 0
B′mn(x′) δnm
w′n(x′)
ŵ′n(x′)
 = RMN WN (x) , (3.20)
where
RMN ≡
 δmk 0
B′mk(x
′) δkm
∂x′k∂xl 0
0 ∂x
l
∂x′k
 δln 0
−Bln(x) δnl

=
∂x′m∂xk 0
0 ∂x
k
∂x′m
 δkn 0
2 ∂[kv˜n](x) δ
n
k
 . (3.21)
This transformation matrix is different form the transformation matrix FMN (restricted to
∂˜m = 0) for the coordinate transformation, x′m = e−v xm and x˜′m = x˜m − ζm(x) (see (2.42)
in [11]):
FMN =
 δmk 0
∂′[mζk](x) δ
k
m
∂x′k∂xl 0
0 ∂x
l
∂x′k
 δln 0
∂[lζn](x) δ
n
l
 . (3.22)
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On the other hand, the two transformation matrices are equivalent up to a B-field gauge
transformation.
Given three coordinate transformations with transition functions, R1 (Uα → Uβ), R2
(Uβ → Uγ) and R3 (Uγ → Uα) on a triple overlap of patches, Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ , it can be shown
that the cocycle condition is automatically satisfied, R1R2R3 = 1 [18]. If one instead use
Hohm and Zwiebach’s F as the transition function, one obtains F1F2F3 6= 1 and finds a
gerbe-like structure [12], implying violation of the composition law. Thus, there is no reason
to consider the matrix FMN as an exact expression for the finite transformation matrix; FMN
is equal to the exponential of the generalized Lie derivative (or GM
N in (3.11)) only up to a
B-field gauge transformation and also does not satisfy the composition law.
It is worth to note that if we identify all spacetime points related by the coordinate gauge
symmetry as in [9], the transformation matrices FMN and GMN are equivalent each other.
In this case, one can show that both of them satisfies the composition law since all B-field
gauge transformations can be canceled by using the coordinate gauge symmetry. Because
of this, one might consider the approach of [9] is consistent. However, assumption of the
coordinate gauge symmetry is restrictive since, after modding out the B-field transformations,
the remaining gauge symmetry is only the d-dimensional diffeomorphisms and we cannot
consider a non-trivial patching of doubled spacetime [18]. In this sense, the approach of [18]
is more satisfactory, as the finite transformations obey the composition law without modding
out B-field transformations.
It was shown in [18] that, under the condition ∂˜m = 0, the finite transformation matrix
can always be expressed in the form (3.21). On the other hand, it is also the case that finite
transformation can be expressed as the exponential of generalized Lie derivative, W ′M (x′) =
(e−V e£ˆV W )M (x), which was the original problem posed in [7,9,12,17]. In the decomposition
of the gauge parameter as VM = (vm, v˜m), the parameter v
m would be related to x′m in
(3.21) by x′m = e−v xm. On the other hand, the relation between v˜m(x), that was introduced
in (3.19), and VM (x) was not identified in [18]. Since a finite transformation of the B-field is
obtained by integrating the infinitesimal transformation (3.16), v˜m(x) should be expressible
as a complicated function of VM (x). In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to this
question. This is an important step since, as we demonstrate below in section 3.4, a proof
of the composition law requires the explicit form of v˜m(x), which fell short in the analysis of
(3.21).6
6We can of course show that two consecutive finite transformations, generated by xm → xm1 and v˜1m, and
xm1 → xm2 and v˜2m, can be composed into a single transformation, xm → xm2 and v˜12m with v˜12m a certain
gauge parameter. However, in the absence of the explicit form of v˜m, we can only claim the following trivial
statement: a composition of two finite diffeomorphisms and B-field gauge transformations can be expressed
again as a single finite diffeomorphisms and a B-field gauge transformation.
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3.2 Our approach: finite transformations in geometric backgrounds
We now construct a new finite transformation law, in geometric backgrounds in this subsection
and in non-geometric backgrounds in subsection 3.4. We use the untwisted vector as in the
approach of [18]. However, the key difference of our approach is that we express the finite
transformation for the B-field (3.19) in terms of the transformed coordinates, xms (x) = e
s v xm,
and a ‘geometric’ quantity, bmn(x), instead of the gauge parameter, v˜m(x). We begin with
defining the quantity bmn(x) and obtain its finite transformation law. Using this, we then
show that we can readily obtain the finite transformation law for the field Bmn(x) in a form
similar to (3.19). Combining the finite transformation laws for the untwisted vector ŴM (x)
and the field Bmn(x), we finally construct the finite transformations for the generalized vector,
WM(s,V )(x).
In our proposed approach, the gauge parameter VM (x) is s-independent. Therefore, the
transformed vector and the conventional coordinates can be expressed by exponential maps
as WM(s,V )(x) = (e
s£ˆV W )M (x) and xms (x) = e
s v xm. On the other hand, the dual coordinates
in our approach do not obey an exponential map like x˜sm(x) = e
s V x˜m. Recall that, as we
discussed in section 2.3, the generalized coordinates do not need to transform as δV x
M = VM
under a gauge transformation, δVW
M = £ˆVW
M .
Definition of bmn
In order to formulate the definition of bmn(x), we will first need to make some geometric
setups. We introduce local patch of generalized coordinates, xM = (xm, x˜m), and demand the
constraint ∂˜m = 0 patchwise on all fields. In this coordinate patch, we choose a foliation of
the doubled spacetime M by d-dimensional null surfaces and take a leaf N to correspond to
a physical subspace (on which physical fields are defined). We also denote a set of d tangent
vector fields on the null surface by {ea(x)} (a = 1, . . . , d). The frame {ea(x)} should be
linearly independent from the dual frame {e˜a ≡ ∂˜a}, so we parameterize them as
eMa(x) =
 δma
bma(x)
 viz. ea(x) = ∂a − bam(x) ∂˜m , (3.23)
for some field bam(x). Here, bam(x) has to be anti-symmetric since, from the strong constraint,
N should be a null surface with respective to ηMN :
0 = ηMN e
M
a e
N
b = bab + bba . (3.24)
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We can reorganize the frame fields, {ea} and {e˜a}, into a 2d-dimensional generalized frame
field:
EMA(x) ≡ (eMa(x), e˜Ma(x)) =
 δma 0
bma(x) δ
a
m
 viz. EA(x) = (∂a − bam(x) ∂˜m, ∂˜a) .
(3.25)
Under a gauge transformation (generated by the generalized Lie derivative), this frame field
may change its form. In order to keep the form as ema = δ
m
a and e˜m
a = δam, we also make a
GL(d) transformation.7 The combined transformation reads
δVE
M
A =
[
V N ∂NE
M
A −
(
∂NV
M − ∂MVN
)
ENA
]
+ EMB
∂avb 0
0 −∂bva
 . (3.26)
With VM = (vm, v˜m), this gives the transformation law for bmn(x),
δV bmn(x) = £vbmn(x) + ∂mv˜n(x)− ∂nv˜m(x) . (3.27)
Note that, with the gauge conditions ema = δ
m
a and e˜m
a = δam, there is no difference between
the index a with the index m.
If we expand a generalized vector as WM = EMAW
A with WA ≡ (wa, ŵa), from (3.26),
its generalized Lie derivative can be written as
£ˆVW
M (x) = EMA(x) δVW
A(x) + δVE
M
A(x)W
A(x) , (3.28)
where
δVW
A(x) =
(£vw)a(x)
(£vŵ)a(x)
 and δVEMA(x) =
 0 0
δV bma(x) 0
 . (3.29)
We can view this as a decomposition of the generalized Lie derivative into the conventional
Lie derivative on the d-dimensional space N and the deformation of N .8 This interpretation
is one of main thesis of our approach.
Further, we require that, under an arbitrary diffeomorphism of the null surface N , the
tangent vector fields on the surface N remains to be tangent. Namely, we require that a
variation of an arbitrary tangent vector WM = eMaw
a ∈ TN under a gauge transformation
generated by VM = eMa v
a ∈ TN is again spanned by eMa. Then, since the generalized Lie
derivative in this case becomes
(
£ˆVW
)M
= eMa
(
£vw
)a
+
 0
3 ∂[mbnl]
 wn vl , (3.30)
and the second term cannot be expanded by eMa, the following condition is required:
∂[mbnl](x) = 0 . (3.31)
7See discussion around (5.53) in [6] for similar reasonings.
8Note that this decomposition is similar to (4.4) in [49].
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Finite transformation law
We now construct the finite transformation law for bmn(x) from the infinitesimal transforma-
tion (3.27). More specifically, denoting the finitely transformed bmn(x) by b
(s,V )
mn (x), we do so
by solving the differential equation,
d
ds
b(s,V )mn (x) = £vb
(s,V )
mn (x) + ∂mv˜n(x)− ∂nv˜m(x) . (3.32)
By expanding b
(s,V )
mn (x) in power series
b(s,V )mn (x) = bmn(x) +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
b[k]mn(x) , (3.33)
we easily find the formal solution,
b(s,V )mn (x) = bmn(x) +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
[
£k−1v
(
£vb+ dv˜
)]
mn
, (3.34)
where we treated v˜m(x) as a one-form. One way of rewriting this solution is as follows:
b(s,V )mn (x) = e
s£v bmn(x) +
[
d
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
£k−1v v˜
]
mn
=
∂xks
∂xm
∂xls
∂xn
bkl(xs) +
[
d
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
£k−1v v˜
]
mn
, (3.35)
where xms ≡ es v xm is the transformed conventional coordinates.
Since B
(s,V )
mn (x) also satisfies the same differential equation (3.32), the above form of finite
transformation law must also be valid for the B-field:
B(s,V )mn (x) =
∂xks
∂xm
∂xls
∂xn
Bkl(xs) +
[
d
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
£k−1v v˜
]
mn
. (3.36)
However, we consider the one-form field,
v̂m(x) ≡ (v˜ + ιvb)m(x) = v˜m(x)− bmn(x) vn(x) , (3.37)
more appropriate than v˜m(x) and rewrite the transformation law in terms of this field. This is
because v̂m(x) is invariant under the B-field transformations and transforms as a conventional
one-form, similar to the dual components of the untwisted vector (although a different gerbe
connection, bmn(x), is used here). Using (3.31), (db)mnl = 0, one can show that
δV bmn =
(
£vb+ dv˜
)
mn
=
(
dιvb+ dv˜
)
mn
= (dv̂)mn , (3.38)
and that the finite transformation (3.34) can also be written as
b(s,V )mn (x) = bmn(x) +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
£k−1v dv̂
)
mn
= bmn(x) + 2 ∂[mζ
(s,V )
n] (x) , (3.39)
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where
ζ(s,V )m (x) ≡
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
£k−1v v̂
)
m
(x) =
∫ s
0
ds′ v̂(s
′,V )
m (x) ,
vˆ(s,V )m (x) ≡ es£v v̂m(x) =
∂xns
∂xm
v̂n(xs) .
(3.40)
This shows that bmn(x) changes by a locally exact form under an arbitrary finite transforma-
tion that is connected to the identity. In particular, under a finite transformation along
a trivial Killing vector (which was referred as a trivial parameter in [7]) with the form,
VM = ∂Mf(x) = (0, ∂mf), where f(x) is an arbitrary function satisfying ∂˜
mf(x) = 0,
ζ
(s,V )
m (x) becomes a (locally) exact one-form and bmn(x) is not changed. In our approach, we
will identify two gauge parameters which differ by a trivial Killing vector. Then, ζ
(s,V )
m , v̂m,
and v̂
(s,V )
m are all defined up to a (locally) exact one-form.9
In (3.37), we defined the untwisted vector field v̂m(x) using the gerbe connection bmn(x)
before the finite transformation. Since it behaves as a conventional one-form, after a finite
transformation, it becomes v̂
(s,V )
m (x) = es£v v̂m(x). On the other hand, we can also define the
untwisted vector field v̂m(x) after the finite transformation. Namely, after the finite transfor-
mation, the generalized vector VM (x) becomes VM(s,V )(x) ≡
(
vm(s,V ), v˜
(s,V )
m
) ≡ es£ˆV VM (x) =(
vm(x), v˜m(x) +
∑∞
k=1
sk
k!
(
dvk−1ιvv˜
)
m
(x)
)
. So, we can define an untwisted vector λ
(s,V )
m after
the finite transformation as
λ(s,V )m (x) ≡
[
v˜(s,V ) + ιv(s,V )b
(s,V )
]
m
(x)
= v˜m(x) +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
dvk−1 · ιvv˜
)
m
(x)− b(s,V )mn (x) vn(x) . (3.41)
Using the solution (3.39), one finds
λ(s,V )m (x) = v̂m(x) +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
£kv v̂
)
m
(x) = es£v v̂m(x) = v̂
(s,V )
m (x) . (3.42)
Therefore, the untwisting procedure, which maps a generalized vector VM = (vm, v˜m) to an
untwisted vector VA = (va, v̂a), and the finite transformation commute, and the untwisting
by the gerbe connection bmn is a well-defined procedure.
Regarding ζ
(s,V )
m (x) as a one-form, we can express the finite transformation (3.39) as
b(s,V )mn (x) = (b+ dζ
(s,V ))mn(x) . (3.43)
9When we count the number of the off-shell degrees of freedom of the B-field, we subtract from d(d−1)
2
a number of independent gauge parameters associated with the gauge symmetry, Bmn → Bmn + 2 ∂[mv˜n].
Although, the gauge parameter v˜m has d components, since it is defined only up to a equivalence relation,
v˜m ' v˜m+∂mf , the number of the degrees of freedom of the B-field becomes 12d(d−1)−(d−1) = 12 (d−1)(d−2).
The equivalence relation here corresponds to regarding the trivial Killing vector as a zero vector.
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Using this finite transformation law for bmn(x), we can easily obtain the finite transformation
for the B-field. Recalling the infinitesimal transformation law,
δVBmn(x) = £vBmn(x) + ∂mv˜n(x)− ∂nv˜m(x) , (3.44)
one can show the combination, Bmn(x) ≡ Bmn(x)− bmn(x), transforms as
δV Bmn(x) = £vBmn(x) . (3.45)
Therefore, the finite transformation is simply given by
B(s,V )mn (x) =
∂xks
∂xm
∂xls
∂xn
Bkl(xs) . (3.46)
Then, using (3.43), we obtain the finite transformation for the B-field:10
B(s,V )mn (x) =
∂xks
∂xm
∂xls
∂xn
(
Bkl − bkl
)
(xs) + bmn(x) + 2 ∂[mζ
(s,V )
n] (x) . (3.47)
We emphasize that the finite transformation depends not only gauge parameters but also local
specification of the null surface N by bmn(x), which can be chosen arbitrarily.
Combining the above results, we obtain the finite transformation for a generalized vector
field:
WM(s,V )(x) =
 δmk 0
B
(s,V )
mk (x) δ
k
m
∂xk∂xls 0
0 ∂x
l
s
∂xk
 δln 0
−Bln(xs) δnl
wn(xs)
w˜n(xs)

=
 δmk 0
b
(s,V )
mk (x) δ
k
m
∂xk∂xls 0
0 ∂x
l
s
∂xk
 δln 0
−bln(xs) δnl
wn(xs)
w˜n(xs)
 . (3.48)
Since each matrix is an O(d, d) element, the whole transformation matrix is also an O(d, d)
element. Defining our transformation matrix,
SMN ≡
 δmk 0
b
(s,V )
mk (x) δ
k
m
∂xk∂xls 0
0 ∂x
l
s
∂xk
 δln 0
−bln(xs) δnl
 , (3.49)
the finite transformation law for an arbitrary (k, l)-tensor field can be written as11
(T(s,V ))
M1···Mk
N1···Nl (x) = SM1K1 · · · SMkKk SN1L1 · · · SNlLl T
K1···Kk
L1···Ll (xs) . (3.50)
10This is consistent with (3.36), as can be shown using (db)kmn = 0 :
B(s,V )mn = e
s£v (Bmn − bmn) + bmn + (dζ(s,V ))mn
= es£v Bmn −
(
d
∑
k=1
sk
k!
£k−1v ιvb
)
mn
+ (dζ(s,V ))mn = e
s£v Bmn +
(
d
∑
k=1
sk
k!
£k−1v v˜
)
mn
.
11For a tensor density of the weight w, there is an additional factor [det(∂xms /∂x
n)]w on the right-hand side.
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Once again, the transformation depends not only the diffeomorphisms but also local specifi-
cation of the null surface N by bmn(x).
As emphasized above, the two-form field, bmn(x), specifies arbitrary embedding of the
initial null surface N inside the doubled spacetime. This then introduces an arbitrariness in
the expression of the transformation matrix SMN . In particular, if we choose the initial null
surface N as a constant-x˜m surface, we have bmn = 0 and the transformation matrix SMN
becomes
SMN =
 δmk 0
2 ∂[mζ
(s,V )
k] (x) δ
k
m
 ∂xk∂xns 0
0 ∂x
n
s
∂xk

=
∂xm∂xks 0
0 ∂x
k
s
∂xm
 δkn 0
2 ∂[kζ
(s,V )
n] (xs) δ
n
k
 . (3.51)
If one compares this with the finite transformation matrix RMN of (3.21) in Hull’s approach,
one observes that the two are related each other by the relation dv˜ = dζ(s=1,V ).12
We now offer a physical interpretation of our transformation matrix (3.49). The rightmost
factor in (3.49) represents the untwisting procedure. This factor is a part of the non-translating
transformation and does not change the physical coordinates, xm. However, it transforms the
initial foliation into the foliation by null planes, constant-x˜m surfaces. The middle factor
represents the conventional diffeomorphism on the d-dimensional null plane N with bmn = 0.
The leftmost factor represents the twisting procedure with b
(s,V )
mn , which makes the foliation
by null planes into a foliation by null surfaces characterized by b
(s,V )
mn (i.e. the inverse of
the untwisting procedure). Note that the transformation (3.48) can be understood as the
finite version of (3.29); the diffeomorphism is a finite version of £v and the (un)twisting
matrices are finite versions of δVE
M
A. Further, if we define an “untwisted” generalized vector,
VA ≡ (va, vˆa) by VM = EMA VA (much like the decomposition of WM in (3.29)), the identity,
δV bmn = (dvˆ)mn, implies that the upper component, v
a(x), corresponds to a gauge parameter
for a diffeomorphism along a null surface N which does not deform the foliation. On the other
hand, the lower component, a one-form v̂a(x), does not generate a diffeomorphism along the
null surface but change the foliation.
3.3 Diffeomorphisms along the dual direction and Papadopoulos problem
So far, we did not consider the diffeomorphisms in dual directions explicitly. In general,
the generalized diffeomorphisms along the dual direction induces a deformation of the null
subspace N and hence a change to the field bmn. We here comment on subtle issues related
to the diffeomorphisms along dual directions.
12This comparison may not be so meaningful since in our approach bmn changes under the generalized
diffeomorphisms while in Hull’s approach bmn is always set to zero. The two approaches are just different.
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As we reviewed in section 3.1, in the original approach by Hohm and Zwiebach [7], the
finite transformation with the constraint, ∂˜m = 0, was given by
W ′M (x
′) = FMN (x′, x)WN (x) with x′m = x′m(x) , x˜′m = x˜m − ζm(x) . (3.52)
Adopting this finite transformation law as a patching condition between two local patches, Uα
and Uβ, we obtain
W(α)M (x(α)) = FMN (x(α), x(β))W(β)N (x(β))
with xm(α) = x
m
(αβ)(x(β)) , x˜(α)m = x˜(β)m − ζ(αβ)m ,
(3.53)
where xm(α) and x
m
(β) are local coordinates on Uα and Uβ, respectively. In particular, the
patching condition for the B-field specified by the transformation matrix F becomes
B(α)mn =
∂xk(β)
∂xm(α)
∂xl(β)
∂xn(α)
(
B(β)kl + ∂
(β)
[k ζ(αβ)l]
)
+ ∂
(α)
[m ζ(αβ)n] . (3.54)
This patching condition exhibits that, on a triple overlap of patches Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ , the trans-
formation must satisfy the consistency condition:
ζ(αβ) + ζ(βγ) + ζ(γα) = 0 . (3.55)
From this consistency condition and (3.54), Papadopoulos showed in [14] that there exists a
one-form, λ(α), which can be used to find a globally defined B-field, B˜(α) ≡ B(α) + dλ(α);
B˜(α) = B˜(β) . This implies that the three-form field strength H3 = dB2 = dB˜2 is globally an
exact form. This is so-called the ’Papadopoulos problem’ [14] that, if one requires the patching
condition for the dual coordinates as in (3.53), one cannot describe general backgrounds with
non-trivial H-flux.
It is useful to contrast the situation to the generalized geometry [50,51] . There, the dual
coordinates are not introduced, and the patching condition for coordinates and B-field are
simply given by
xm(α) = x(αβ)(x(β)) , B(α) = B(β) + dζ(αβ) . (3.56)
Most significantly, consistency at a triple overlap imposes the condition
d
(
ζ(αβ) + ζ(βγ) + ζ(γα)
)
= 0 , (3.57)
which is weaker than (3.55), and this does not exclude a closed but not exact H-flux [14]. In
this sense, it is better not to introduce the dual coordinates. In the same sense, it is better
to formulate that the dual coordinates are not changed, as in the conventional formulation of
the supergravity or as in the approach of [18].
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Here, we show that our proposed approach is not subject to the above issue, despite that
the dual coordinates do transform under diffeomorphisms in our approach.13 It is well known
and explained below (3.39) that, because of the strong constraint, the doubled spacetime
always admits trivial Killing vectors of the form, VM = ∂Mf(x), which does not generate
any gauge transformations. The presence of such trivial Killing vectors indicates that the
doubled spacetime is different from the conventional 2d-dimensional Riemannian manifold, as
we cannot distinguish two points which are connected by a flow generated by the trivial Killing
vector. More specifically, the points in the doubled spacetime is identified by the equivalence
relation, (xm, x˜m) '
(
xm, x˜m+∂mf(x)
)
, which we call the trivial coordinate gauge symmetry,
following [9]. A generalized vector, which induces a displacement in the doubled spacetime, is
also defined up to an addition of a trivial Killing vector; VM = (vm, v˜m) ' (vm, v˜m + ∂mf).
Taking account of this equivalence relation, we are able to weaken the consistency condition
(3.55) to
ζ(αβ) + ζ(βγ) + ζ(γα) = df(αβγ) , equivalently, d
(
ζ(αβ) + ζ(βγ) + ζ(γα)
)
= 0 , (3.58)
as equality for the dual components holds only up to an exact form. This is nothing but the
same type of consistency condition (3.57) as in the generalized geometry. As such, we see
that there is no issue in allowing the transformations of dual coordinates in describing generic
backgrounds with non-trivial H-flux. Further, by considering an intersection of four patches,
Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ ∩ Uδ, the quantization condition can be written as
f(αβγ) − f(αβδ) + f(αγδ) − f(βγδ) = 2pin (n ∈ Z) . (3.59)
In our approach, we treat the field bmn (which is independent of the trivial coordinate gauge
symmetry and has a good geometric interpretation associated with embedding of the null
subspace N inside the doubled spacetime) as a more fundamental object than the dual coor-
dinates, and hence prescribe the patching condition as
xm(α) = x
m
(αβ)(x(β)) and b(α)mn = b(β)mn + 2 ∂[mζ(αβ)n] . (3.60)
Note that, since the closed two-form bmn(x) specifies the foliation of the doubled space by
d-dimensional null surfaces, the patching condition (3.60) suggests that we are patching two
open sets Uα and Uβ within different foliations (see Figure 1). As bmn(x) is independent of
x˜m, the shape of each leaf is uniform in all directions of dual coordinates x˜m. The relation
between the generalized tensors defined on the two patches is then given by (3.50) with the
13In [45], which appeared on the arXiv nearly two months after this paper was posted, it was commented
that our approach treats the dual coordinates transformed and so also suffers from the Papadopoulos’s issue
as in the approach of Hohm and Zwiebach. The following exposition reiterates, given our definition of the
transformed dual coordinates, the reason why our approach do not have such an issue.
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Figure 1: Open sets Uα and Uβ (two ‘cylinders’) with different foliations and the open sets Uα
and Uβ on a common null plane M , a constant-x˜m plane.
matrix SMN :
SMN =
 δmk 0
b
(α)
mk(x(α)) δ
k
m


∂xk
(α)
∂xl
(β)
0
0
∂xl
(β)
∂xk
(α)

 δln 0
−b(β)ln (x(β)) δnl
 . (3.61)
The rightmost matrix (or the inverse of leftmost matrix) maps a leaf of Uβ (or Uα) to a
subspace Uβ (or Uα) on a common null plane M of constant-x˜m, while the middle matrix
corresponds to a conventional diffeomorphism between Uα and Uβ (see Figure 1).
Finally, we like to express the finite transformation for bmn in terms of the dual coordi-
nates. We do this by first defining transformation law of the dual coordinates, x˜sm(x). In our
approach, it is given by the following flow equation:
d
ds
x˜sm(x) = vˆ
(s,V )
m (x) . (3.62)
This is different from the definition of Hohm and Zwiebach’s definition, δV x˜m = v˜m (although,
under a trivial coordinate gauge symmetry, our dual coordinates also transform just by an
exact form). The solution to (3.62) is formally obtained as
x˜sm(x) = x˜m +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
£k−1v v̂
)
m
(x) ≡ x˜m + ζ(s,V )m (x) . (3.63)
This solution is also expressible in the well-known form,
x˜sm(x) = x˜m +
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
[
(vn∂n + dv
n ∧ ιn)k−1v̂
]
m
(x)
= esV x˜m +
∑
i
ρsi∂mχ
s
i , (3.64)
where VM ≡ (vm, v̂m), dvn ≡ ∂kvn dxk, ιn the interior product with ∂n, and ρsi , χsi functions of
vm, vˆm and s. In the simplest situation of bmn = 0, V
M = VM and our transformed coordinates
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become x˜sm(x) ∼ esV x˜m up to the coordinate gauge symmetry. Using the transformed dual
coordinates as above, the finite transformation for bmn can now be expressed as
b(s,V )mn (x) = bmn(x) + ∂mx˜
s
n(x)− ∂nx˜sm(x) . (3.65)
If we use the dual coordinates, the patching condition (3.60) can be also written as
xm(α) = x
m
(αβ)(x(β)) and x˜(α)m = x˜(β)m + ζ(αβ)m , (3.66)
although we should keep in mind the equivalence relation for the dual coordinates.
Summarizing our approach, once we are given the gauge parameter, VM = (vm, v˜m), and
bmn(x), we can construct b
(s,V )
mn or the pathlines, xMs (x) = (e
sv xm, x˜m + ζ
(s,V )
m ), and, using it,
we can express the transformed tensor as (3.50). On the other hand, if xMs (x) is given instead
of the gauge parameter VM (x), the transformed tensor can be easily obtained by (3.50). In
this case, the corresponding gauge parameter can be read off as follows. First, we compute
d
ds
xMs (x) =
(
vm(xs), v̂
(s,V )
m (x)
)
, (3.67)
and extract the first component, vm(x). Next, recalling v̂
(s,V )
m (x) = (∂xns /∂x
m) v̂n(xs), we can
obtain v̂m(= v˜m−bmn vn). As we already know bmn(x) and vm(x), we can find v˜m(x). Finally,
combining vm(x) and v˜m(x), we find V
M = (vm, v˜m) completely.
3.4 Composition of finite transformations
Here, we show that our approach exhibits composition property14; two successive finite trans-
formations can be consistently composed to a single transformation using our transformation
matrix SMN . We start from the finite transformation law expressed in the push-forward form,
WM[s,V ](xs) ≡ SMN (xs, x)WN (x)
=
 δmn 0
b
(s,V )
mn (xs) δ
n
m
∂xns∂xk 0
0 ∂x
k
∂xns
 δkl 0
−bkl(x) δlk
wl(x)
w˜l(x)
 , (3.68)
and consider a composition of two finite transformations, e£ˆV1 followed by e£ˆV2 . Under the
two successive transformations, we have
WM(2;1)(x2) =
 δmn 0
b
(2;1)
mn (x2) δ
n
m
∂xn2∂xk1 0
0
∂xk1
∂xn2
 δkl 0
−b(1)kl (x1) δlk
 ·
·
 δlp 0
b
(1)
lp (x1) δ
p
l
∂xp1∂xq 0
0 ∂x
q
∂xp1
 δqr 0
−bqr(x) δrq
wr(x)
w˜r(x)

=
 δmn 0
b
(2;1)
mn (x2) δ
n
m
∂xn2∂xk 0
0 ∂x
k
∂xn2
 δkl 0
−bkl(x) δlk
wl(x)
w˜l(x)
 . (3.69)
14See section 2.4 in [11] for the similar investigation, find the failure in the composition law for the transfor-
mation matrix FMN .
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Here, we used the chain rule, and abbreviated b
(1)
mn(x) ≡ b(s=1,V1)mn (x) and
b(2;1)mn (x1) ≡ b(1)mn(x1) + 2 ∂[mζ(s=1,V2;V1)n] (x1) , (3.70)
where
ζ(s,V2;V1)m (x1) ≡
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(
£k−1v2 v̂
(2;1)
)
m
(x1) and vˆ
(2;1)
m (x1) ≡ (v˜2 + ιv2b(1))m(x1) . (3.71)
The final form (3.69) shows that the composition law is satisfied provided b
(2;1)
mn (x2) coincides
with the transformed bmn under the combined single finite transformation, which we termed
b
(2;1)
mn (x).
In order to construct the combined transformation, we need to consider diffeomorphisms
in the doubled spacetime. We denote the transformed point under the first transformation,
e£ˆV1 , by xM1 , and under the second transformation, e
£ˆV2 , by the point xM2 mapped from x
M
1 .
The dual components of the second orbit, xM1 → xM2 , described in the original coordinates are
given by
x˜sm(x) = x˜
1
m(x) +
∂xn1
∂xm
ζ(s,V2;V1)n (x1) = x˜m +
(
ζ(s=1;V1)m + ζ
(s,V2;V1)
m
)
(x) , (3.72)
where we used that ζ
(s,V2;V1)
n (x) behaves as the conventional one-form. We obtain
x˜2m(x) = x˜m + ζ
(21)
m (x) where ζ
(21)
m (x) ≡ ζ(s=1;V1)m (x) + ζ(s=1,V2;V1)m (x) . (3.73)
So, under the combined single transformation, xM → xM2 , we obtain from our formula (3.43),
b(21)mn (x) = bmn(x) + 2 ∂[mζ
(21)
n] (x) . (3.74)
This indeed matches with the pullback of b
(2;1)
mn (x1) under the first diffeomorphism, x
M → xM1 :
b(2;1)mn (x) = b
(1)
mn(x) + 2 ∂[mζ
(s=1,V2;V1)
n] (x)
= bmn(x) + 2 ∂[m
(
ζ
(s=1,V1)
n] + ζ
(s=1,V2;V1)
n]
)
(x) . (3.75)
From this, we conclude that the finite transformations in our approach satisfies the compo-
sition law. Note again that, although the dual coordinates are non-trivially transformed by
δx˜sm or ζ
(21)
m is defined up to the addition of a locally exact form, their exterior derivatives
are meaningful geometric quantities. Thus, the comparison between b
(2;1)
mn (x) and b
(21)
mn (x) is
meaningful.
Earlier, in our approach, we introduced the geometric quantity bmn(x) as a way recording
rotation of the null surface inside the doubled spacetime. In this section, we found that the bmn-
dependence of the transformation law played an important role in satisfying the composition
law, in particular, the cancellation of b
(1)
mn(x1) in (3.69) was a crucial ingredient.
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3.5 Finite transformations in non-geometric backgrounds
We now extend consideration of our approach to non-geometric background. Again, we de-
scribe the background with local coordinates, xM = (xm, x˜m), where background fields are
constrained to obey ∂˜m = 0. If the background admits abelian isometries, we can choose the
conventional coordinates, xm = (xa, xi), such that the background fields are independent of
xi. In this case, the strong constraint is satisfied even if the gauge parameter VM depends on
the dual coordinates x˜i to the isometry directions since
∂NV
M (x) ∂Nφ(x) = ∂˜iVM (x) ∂iφ(x) = 0 . (3.76)
In this section, we explore this interesting possibility in detail. Of course, in order for the gauge
algebra to be closed, gauge parameters VM cannot depend more than half of the coordinates.
Let us first motivate why x˜i-dependent gauge transformation is physically interesting. Re-
call that, under the conventional constraint ∂˜m = 0 on gauge parameters, the gauge symmetry
of DFT is a semi-direct product of diffeomorphisms and B-field transformations. On the other
hand, the aforementioned possibility of the x˜i-dependence of gauge parameters provides dif-
ferent gauge symmetries, called β-transformations in place of B-field transformations. As
discussed, for example, in [52–55], β-transformations play an important role in describing
non-geometric backgrounds in DFT. We thus learn that, in our approach, x˜i-dependent gauge
transformations are relevant for describing non-geometric backgrounds.
In what follows, when we consider a non-geometric background, we treat the gauge param-
eters as functions of (xa, x˜i). In this case, as discussed in [15], fluctuations of the background
fields should also be functions of (xa, x˜i) due to the strong constraint.
15 For simplicity, we
consider only the extreme case where all fields are function only of xm or of x˜m (i.e. no mixing
between them).
Non-geometric twisting
The standard parameterization of the generalized metric in DFT is given by
HMN =
δpm Bmp
0 δmp
Gpq 0
0 Gpq
 δqn 0
−Bqn δnq
 . (3.77)
This may be interpreted as a twisted form of the untwisted generalized metric [18],
HˆMN ≡
Gmn 0
0 Gmn
 . (3.78)
15If we require the existence of isometries (i.e. ∂˜i = 0 for background fields) and also require that the
background fields do not acquire the x˜i-dependence through the generalized diffeomorphisms, the non-isometric
components, va(x), should not have the x˜i-dependence and v
i(x) can only have the linear dependence on x˜i.
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On the other hand, in non-geometric backgrounds, the following non-geometric parameteriza-
tion is known to be more convenient:
HMN =
 δpm 0
βmp δmp
Gpq 0
0 Gpq
δqn −βqn
0 δnq
 . (3.79)
This can be understood as providing an alternative twisting of HˆMN . In order to distinguish
the two situations, we call the former the H-twisting while the latter the R-twisting.
In order to exhibit the similarity between the H-twisting and R-twisting, we introduce a
matrix, LMN , which is an O(d, d) element, given by
LMN =
 δmn 0
Bmn δ
n
m
 or LMN =
δmn βmn
0 δnm
 , (3.80)
and express a generalized vector VM in terms of the untwisted vector, V̂M ≡ (vˇm, vˆm), by
VM ≡ LMN V̂ N . (3.81)
Then, the generalized Lie derivative can be rewritten as
£ˆVW
M = LMN
[
V̂ KDKŴ
N − ŴK(DK V̂ N −DN V̂K)+ V̂ P ŴQFPQN]
= LMN
(Lvˇ + L¯v̂)wˇn + wˆk (D˜nvˇk − D˜kvˇn)
(Lvˇ + L¯vˆ)wˆn + wˇk (Dnvˆk −Dkvˆn)
+ V̂ P ŴQFPQN
 , (3.82)
where we defined DM ≡ (Dm, D˜m) ≡ LNM ∂N and
Lvˇwˆm ≡ vˇnDnwˆm + wˆnDmvˇn , Lvˇwˇm ≡ vˇnDnwˇm − wˇnDnvˇm ,
L¯vˆwˇm ≡ vˆn D˜nwˇm + wˇn D˜mvˆn , L¯vˆwˆm ≡ vˆn D˜nwˆm − wˆn D˜nvˆm ,
FMNP ≡ 3 Ω[MNP ], ΩMNP ≡ ηRS DMLRN LSP = −ΩMPN .
(3.83)
Suppose we choose a parameterization for LMN in terms of Bmn (where vˇ
m = vm) and use
the constraint ∂˜m = 0. Then, the quantity inside the square bracket on the right-hand side of
(3.82) becomes £v wn
£v wˆn + (∂nvˆk − ∂kvˆn)wk − vk wlHkln
 , Hkmn ≡ 3D[kBmn] = 3 ∂[kBmn] . (3.84)
We observe that this has the same form as the H-twisted Dorfman bracket [56]. Suppose
we alternatively choose a parameterization in terms of βmn (where vˆm = v˜m) and use the
constraint ∂m = 0. Then, the same quantity becomesL¯v˜wˇn + (∂˜nvˇk − ∂˜kvˇn) w˜k − v˜k w˜lRkln
L¯v˜w˜n
 , Rkmn ≡ 3 D˜[kβmn] = 3 ∂˜[kβmn] . (3.85)
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This has the same form as the R-twisted Dorfman bracket discussed in [57] (if we identify ∂˜m
with θmn ∂n there, assuming θ
mn is constant).
From WM = LMN Ŵ
N , we can decompose the generalized Lie derivative as
£ˆVW
M = LMN δV Ŵ
N + δV L
M
N Ŵ
N . (3.86)
We find it natural to assume that the variation of the untwisted vector is given by
(δV Ŵ )
M =
(Lvˇ + L¯vˆ)wˇm
(Lvˇ + L¯vˆ)wˆm
 . (3.87)
For instance, this reduces to the conventional transformation (3.18) in the case of the H-
twisting with ∂˜m = 0. Then, from (3.82) and the relation LMK δL
K
N = δL
M
N (which follows
from (3.80)), the variation of LMN should be given by
δV L
M
N =
 0 D˜mvˇn − D˜nvˇm
Dmvˆn −Dnvˆm 0
+ V̂ K FKNM . (3.88)
For either the H-twisting or the R-twisting, the transformation of the connection can be
written as
δVBmn = £vBmn + 2 ∂[mv˜n] = 2 ∂[mvˆn] + v
kHkmn ,
δV β
mn = L¯v˜βmn + 2 ∂˜[mvn] = 2 ∂˜[mvˇn] + v˜k Rkmn .
(3.89)
The second equation is equivalent to the anti-symmetric part of (2.39) in [5].
As it is clear from the above expressions, the difference between the H-twisting and the R-
twisting is only in the position of the indices. Hence, the finite transformation in non-geometric
backgrounds can be obtained straightforwardly, as we explicitly show below.
Finite transformation in non-geometric backgrounds
As the structure is completely the same apart from the position of indices, following the same
discussion as in section 3.2, we readily obtain the transformation matrix SMN in non-geometric
backgrounds as
SMN ≡
δmk β¯mk(s,V )(x)
0 δkm
 ∂x˜sl∂x˜k 0
0 ∂x˜k∂x˜sl
δln −β¯ln(xs)
0 δnl
 , (3.90)
where
xms (x) ≡ xm + ζm(s,V )(x) , x˜sm(x) = es v˜n∂˜
n
x˜m ,
β¯mn(s,V )(x) ≡ β¯mn(x) + 2 ∂˜[mζn](s,V )(x) ,
ζm(s,V )(x) ≡
∞∑
k=1
sk
k!
(L¯k−1v˜ vˇ)m(x) = ∫ s
0
ds′ vˇm(s′,V )(x) ,
vˇm(s,V )(x) ≡ esL¯v˜ vˇm(x) =
∂x˜sn
∂x˜m
vˇn(xs) , vˇ
m(x) ≡ vm(x)− β¯mn v˜n(x) .
(3.91)
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In this case, β¯ma(x) is introduced as the upper components of a set of tangent vectors on a
null surface N , on which the background fields and the gauge parameters are defined:
e˜Ma(x) =
β¯ma(x)
δam
 equivalently e˜a(x) = ∂˜a − β¯am(x) ∂m . (3.92)
Here as well, from null property ηMN e˜
Ma e˜Nb = 0 we find that β¯ma(x) is anti-symmetric, and,
from the gauge fixing e˜m
a(x) = δam, we obtain
δV β¯
mn(x) = L¯v˜β¯mn(x) + 2 ∂˜[mv˜n](x) . (3.93)
Further, requiring again that the generalized Lie derivative of a tangent vector on N along
an arbitrary tangent vector has only the tangential components, we obtain the closedness
condition, ∂˜[kβ¯mn] = 0.
We can continue using the same matrix SMN even if there exist additional external direc-
tions, xµ. If we assume gauge parameters have the coordinate dependence
(
ξµ(xν), VM (x˜m)
)
and the internal components of the background fields satisfy the condition ∂m = 0, the expo-
nentiation of the generalized vector can be decomposed as
(
es(£ξ+£ˆV )W
)M
= es ξ
(
es£ˆV W
)M
(x) =
(
es£ˆV W
)M
(es ξ x) . (3.94)
We see that the effect of the external gauge parameter ξµ shows up only through the coordinate
dependence. In the examples considered in section 4, we indeed consider such cases with
external directions, where xµ = (t, r, θ).
4 Examples
In this section, we apply our proposal for the finite transformation law to two codimension-2
backgrounds – one geometric background and another non-geometric background – in DFT,
and discuss some global aspects of these backgrounds.
Defect NS5-brane background
This geometric background is sourced by a NS5-brane, which is extended in the x3, . . . , x7
directions and smeared over the circle compactified x8, x9 directions of radii R8, R9:
ds2 = H(r)
(
dr2 + r2 dθ2
)
+ dx203···7 +H(r) dx
2
89 , e
2φ = H(r) ,
B2 =
σ θ
2pi
dx8 ∧ dx9 , H(r) ≡ σ
2pi
log(rc/r) .
(4.1)
Here, rc is a positive constant and σ ≡ l2s/(R8R9). Since the NS5-brane is smeared along the
x8-x9 torus, integrating the Gauss’ law of the three-form flux H3 = dB2 over the torus, the
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charge of NS5(34567)-brane is given by
QNS5 ≡ 2pi
σ
∮
C
dB89
2pi
, (4.2)
where C is a closed contour which encloses the NS5-brane on the (r, θ)-plane.
We now extend this background to a doubled geometry and introduce two (doubled) co-
ordinate patches, Uα = {θ ∈ (−pi/4, 5pi/4)} and Uβ = {θ ∈ (3pi/4, 9pi/4)}. Their overlap,
Uα ∩ Uβ, consists of O1 = {θ ∈ (3pi/4, 5pi/4)} and O2 = {θ ∈ (−pi/4, pi/4) = (7pi/4, 9pi/4)}.
We denote the B-field on the patch Uα as B(α) = σ θ(α)2pi dx8(α) ∧ dx9(α) and on the patch
Uβ as B(β) = σ (θ(β)−2pi)2pi dx8(β) ∧ dx9(β). On the overlap O1, as the B-field is related by
B(α)89 = B(β)89 + σ, the patching condition is given by
xm(α) = x
m
(β) and b(α)89 = b(β)89 + σ . (4.3)
In particular, we can choose b(α)89 = σ and b(β)89 = 0 . On the other hand, on the overlap O2,
the patching condition is given by
θ(α) = θ(β) − 2pi , x(others)(α) = x
(others)
(β) and b(α)89 = b(β)89 + σ , (4.4)
which indeed gives B(α)89 = B(β)89. The charge of NS5-brane is given by
QNS5 =
1
σ
[
B(α)89 −B(β)89
]θ=pi
θ=0
= 1 . (4.5)
As shown above, in the presence of the H-flux, we need to patch the doubled spacetime with
different foliations. Namely, we cannot choose a global d-dimensional subspace with bmn = 0.
The above NS5-brane background demonstrates this affirmatively.
Let us now understand the patching condition (4.4) from the DFT viewpoint. The doubled
geometry of the smeared NS5-brane background actually has a generalized Killing vector ξM ,
ξ ≡ 2pi∂θ − σx8 ∂˜9 . (4.6)
Therefore, we can identify the θ direction along the flow of ξM . If we calculate the pullback in
our approach, we get ζ
(s,ξ)
9 = −sσx8 and b(s,ξ)89 (x) = b89(x) − sσ. So, we obtain the expected
result,
e£ˆξ HMN (r, θ) = H(s, ξ)MN (r, θ) = HMN (r, θ) . (4.7)
The angular coordinate θ is normalized with the period 2pi, so we identify the background
with parameter s = 1:(
θ, x˜9, x
(others)
) ∼ (θ + 2pi, x˜9 − σ x8, x(others)) . (4.8)
This finite transformation corresponds precisely to the patching condition (4.4).
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Exotic 522-brane background
As an example of non-geometric background, T -fold, consider the 522(3 · · · 7, 89)-brane back-
ground [58–60], which can be obtained from (4.1) by performing a double T -duality in the
directions of x8, x9-torus:
ds2 = H(r) dx212 + dx
2
03···7 +
H(r)
K(r, θ)
dx289 , e
2φ =
H(r)
K(r, θ)
,
B2 = − σ θ
2piK(r, θ)
dx8 ∧ dx9 , K(r, θ) ≡ H2(r) + σ
2 θ2
(2pi)2
.
(4.9)
Here, we regard xµ = (t, r, θ) are the external directions and all other directions as compactified
toroidal directions. The harmonic function H(r) is the same as (4.1) except that σ here is
given by σ = R8R9/l
2
s . In the non-geometric description, the background is given by
ds2 = H(r) dx212 + dx
2
03···7 +H
−1(r) dx289 , e
2φ˜ = H−1(r) , β89 =
σ θ
2pi
, (4.10)
where φ˜ is defined via e−2φ˜
√
−G˜ = e−2φ√−G .
Suppose (similar to the situation in [61]) we allow the gauge parameter to depend on the
dual coordinates x˜m. We then find that this background also admits a generalized Killing
vector:
ξ522 = 2pi∂θ − σ x˜8 ∂9 . (4.11)
Under a finite transformation along this generalized Killing vector, we have ζ9(s,ξ)(x) = −σs x˜8,
so the transformed coordinates are given by
(θs, x
9
s, x
(others)
s ) =
(
θ + 2pis, x9 − σs x˜8, x(others)
)
. (4.12)
This leaves the generalized metric invariant, H
(s, ξ
522
)
MN (x) = HMN (x). So, we identify the
physical points with s = 1;(
θ, x9, x(others)
) ∼ (θ + 2pi, x9 − σ x˜8, x(others)) . (4.13)
Using (4.13), one can consider the patching condition in the manner same as the NS5-brane
background. We introduce the patches as in the case of the NS5-brane background and define
the β-field on the patch Uα as β89(α) =
σ θ(α)
2pi and on the patch Uβ as β89(β) =
σ (θ(β)−2pi)
2pi . We then
find that the patching condition on O1 is given by
xm(α) = x
m
(β) , β¯
89
(α) = β¯
89
(β) + σ . (4.14)
while, on O2, it becomes
θ(α) = θ(β) − 2pi , x(others)(α) = x
(others)
(β) , β
89
(α) = β
89
(β) + σ . (4.15)
The conserved charge of the smeared 522-brane is given by
Q522 ≡
2pi
σ
∮
C
dβ89
2pi
=
1
σ
[
β89(α) − β89(β)
]θ=pi
θ=0
= 1 . (4.16)
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5 Finite transformations in exceptional field theory
The key feature of our approach is the use of untwisted vector for the doubled spacetime.
The advantage of this feature is that it is straightforwardly generalizable to the EFTs. In this
section, we demonstrate this by explicitly working out the simplest situation, the SL(5) EFT.
Its generalization for bigger exceptional groups is straightforward and will be left as possible
research projects for curious readers.
5.1 Review of SL(5) EFT
We begin with a brief review of the effective theory for the M-theory compactified on a four-
torus T4. We introduce the coordinates, xµ (µ = 0, . . . , 6), for the non-compact directions,
and xi (i = 7, 8, 9, 10) for the compactified directions. Here, we are interested only in the
compactified internal space T4. The relevant part of the Lagrangian density (i.e. the potential
involving variations over the internal space) is given by
Linternal = R(G)− 1
2 · 4! Fi1···i4 F
i1···i4 , (5.1)
where R(G) is the Ricci scalar for the internal metric Gij(x) and Fi1···i4(x) ≡ 4 ∂[i1Ci2i3i4](x)
is the field strength associated with the three-form potential, Cijk(x). The indices are raised
or lowered by using the internal metric Gij(x).
This theory has two gauge symmetries, the conventional diffeomorphism and the gauge
symmetry of the three-form potential. The gauge parameter for the internal diffeomorphism
is a vector field v(x) ≡ vi(x) ∂i and that for the internal three-form potential is a conventional
two-form field defined on T4: vˆ(x) ≡ (1/2) vˆij(x) dxi∧dxj . In [23], on the basis of the canonical
formulation of the eleven-dimensional supergravity, the gauge algebra was examined and the
gauge transformation for the metric and the three-form potential were obtained as
δVGij(x) = £vGij(x) and δV Cijk(x) = 3 ∂[ivˆjk](x) + v
l Flijk(x) , (5.2)
where £v is the conventional Lie derivative. Since a conventional vector field w
i(x) and a
two-form field wˆij(x) should be invariant under the gauge transformation for the three-form
potential, if we combine them as an untwisted generalized vector,
ŴM (x) ≡
 wi(x)
1√
2
wˆi1i2(x)
 , (5.3)
its transformation should be given by
δV Ŵ
M (x) =
 £vwi(x)
1√
2
£vwˆi1i2(x)
 . (5.4)
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Now, using the three-form potential, we define a (twisted) generalized vector WM (x) by (along
the lines of [20,23])
WM (x) ≡
 wi(x)
1√
2
w˜i1i2(x)
 ≡
 δij 0
− 1√
2
Ci1i2j(x) δ
j1j2
i1i2
 ŴN (x) , (5.5)
which can be shown to transform as
δVW
M (x) =
 £vwi(x)
1√
2
[
£vw˜i1i2(x)− 3 ∂[i1 v˜i2j](x)wj(x)
]
 . (5.6)
If we rewrite the lower component as
δV w˜(x) = £vw˜(x)− ιwdv˜(x) , (5.7)
we can identify (5.6) with the Dorfman bracket [25],
[v + v˜, w + w˜]D ≡ [v, w] + £vw˜ − ιwdv˜ . (5.8)
Note that, in terms of the generalized vector field, variations of the metric and the three-form
potential (5.2) become the well-known form:
δVGij(x) = £vGij(x) , δV Cijk(x) = £vCijk(x) + 3 ∂[iv˜jk](x) . (5.9)
The M-theory compactified on a four-torus T4 is known to have the SL(5) U -duality
symmetry. From the worldvolume theory of an M2-brane, DFT-like extension of the effective
theory, the SL(5) EFT, was proposed in [23]. It was further developed in [25]. In the SL(5)
EFT, one introduces additional six coordinates, so-called winding coordinates, yij (= y[ij]),
which encode all possible winding configurations of the membrane. Here, we omit the geometry
of the external space, and only highlight the geometry of the ten-dimensional internal space
with coordinates, xM = (xi, yij) (M = 1, . . . , 10). The geometry of the internal space is
described by the generalized metric, which can be parameterized as16
MMN =
δki 1√2 Cik1k2
0 δi1i2k1k2
Gkl 0
0 Gk1k2,l1l2
 δlj 0
1√
2
Cl1l2j δ
j1j2
l1l2

=
Gij + 12 Cikl Cklj 1√2 Cij1j2
1√
2
Ci1i2j G
i1i2,j1j2
 , (5.10)
where we defined Gi1i2,j1j2 ≡ Gi1[j1Gj2]i2 and δj1j2l1l2 ≡ δ
[j1
[l1
δ
j2]
l2]
. In order to make the SL(5)
symmetry manifest, we also introduce new coordinates transforming in the ten-dimensional
16More generally, in order to make the generalized metric globally well-defined in non-geometric backgrounds,
it is necessary to multiply a certain weight factor in front of the matrix.
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representation of the SL(5):
xab =
 xi5 = xi = −x5ixij = 12 ηijkl ykl (a = 1, . . . , 5) , (5.11)
where ηijkl (or ηijkl) is a totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol with the orientation conven-
tion η1234 = 1 (or η1234 = 1). In these new coordinates, the generalized metric is parameterized
as [25]
M[a1a2][b1b2] =
 Gij + 12 Cikl Cklj 12√2 Cik1k2 ηk1k2j1j2
1
2
√
2
ηi1i2k1k2 C
k1k2
j
1
detGij
Gi1i2,j1j2
 . (5.12)
Further, using the Hodge-dual variables, v˜ij ≡ 12 ηijkl v˜kl and w˜ij ≡ 12 ηijkl w˜kl, the gauge
transformation (5.6) can be rewritten as
δVW
a1a2 =
 £vwi
vk ∂kw˜
i1i2 + 2 w˜k[i1 ∂kv
i2] + w˜i1i2 ∂kv
k + 2w[i1 ∂kv˜
i2]k
 . (5.13)
Upon imposing the constraint for the SL(5) EFT, ∂ij ≡ (∂/∂xij) = 0, we can generalize the
gauge transformation to the generalized Lie derivative:(
£ˆVW
)a1a2 ≡ 1
2
V cd ∂cdW
a1a2 +
1
2
W a1a2 ∂cdV
cd +W a1c ∂cdV
da2 −W ca2 ∂cdV a1d
=
1
2
V b1b2 ∂b1b2W
a1a2 − 1
2
W b1b2 ∂b1b2V
a1a2 +
1
8
εea1a2b1b2 εec1c2d1d2 ∂b1b2V
c1c2 W d1d2 , (5.14)
where εabcde and εabcde are another totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbols with ε
12345 =
1 = ε12345. If we further introduce a notation, A = [ab] (a < b), this can be written in a
simpler form [29];
£ˆVW
A = V B ∂BW
A −WB ∂BV A + εeAB εeCD ∂BV CWD . (5.15)
The closure of the gauge algebra requires the strong constraint, εeAB ∂A ◦ ∂B ◦ = 0, for
arbitrary physical fields and gauge parameters. In this paper, we consider only a solution of
the constraint, ∂ij = 0.
17
The Lagrangian (or the potential) of the SL(5) EFT was constructed in [23]:
L = 1
12
MMN ∂MMKL ∂NMKL − 1
2
MMN ∂NMKL ∂LMMK
+
1
12
MMN (MKL ∂MMKL) (MRS ∂NMRS)
+
1
4
MMNMPQ (MRS ∂PMRS) (∂MMNQ) , (5.16)
The corresponding internal action is invariant under the generalized diffeomorphism. See
also [31] for the construction of the same action (up to surface integral) based on the differential
geometry in the extended space, U -geometry.
17Another solution, called the IIB section, was found in [62].
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5.2 Finite transformation law
We now show how to construct the finite transformation law in SL(5) EFT following our
proposed approach presented in section 3.2. For simplicity, we use the coordinates, xM =
(xi, yij), although the final result can also be expressed in the x
A coordinates. The finite
transformation law for the untwisted vector fields is readily obtained as
ŴM(s,V )(x) =
 ∂xi∂xjs 0
0 ∂x
[j1
s
∂x[i1
∂x
j2]
s
∂xi2]
 wj(xs)
1√
2
wˆj1j2(xs)
 . (5.17)
On the other hand, in order to obtain the transformation law for the three-form potential
Cijk(x), we first introduce a gerbe connection cijk(x) that satisfies
cijk(x) = c[ijk](x) , ∂[icjkl](x) = 0 , and δV cijk(x) = £vcijk(x) + 3 ∂[iv˜jk](x) .
(5.18)
This is done as follows. As in the case of DFT, we identify the dual component of tangent
vectors on a four-dimensional null subspace N (on which the physical fields are defined) as
the gerbe connection:
eMα(x) =
 δiα
− 1√
2
cijα(x)
 where cijα = c[ij]α . (5.19)
It then satisfies the requisite properties (5.18). Firstly, it is partially symmetric, cijα = cαij ,
and this follows from the condition (ιv(1)µ
(2) + ιv(2)µ
(1))i = 0
18 for any tangent vectors VM(n) =(
vi(n),
1√
2
µ
(n)
ij
)
(n = 1, 2) with µ
(n)
ij ≡ −cijk vk(n). Secondly, it is closed, ∂[icjkl] = 0, and
this follows from the requirement that the generalized Lie derivative of a tangent vector,
WM = eMαw
α, along a tangent vector, VM = eMα v
α,
£ˆVW
M =
 £vwi
1√
2
(−ci1i2k £vwk + 4 ∂[kci1i2l] vkwl)
 , (5.20)
is again expanded by the tangent vectors, eMα . Lastly, the variation δV cijk(x) is given as in
(5.18), and this follows from the gauge condition, eiα = δ
i
α.
Now, the finite transformation can be obtained by solving the differential equation:
d
ds
c
(s,V )
ijk (x) = £vc
(s,V )
ijk (x) + 3 ∂[iv˜jk](x) . (5.21)
We can express the solution by introducing a two-form,
vˆij(x) ≡ v˜ij(x) + cijk(x) vk(x) , (5.22)
18In the SL(5)-covariant coordinates, xA, this condition corresponds to the null property (3.24) in DFT;
eAB V
A
(1) V
B
(2) = 0 (the fifth component, 5AB V
A
(1) V
B
(2) = 0, is trivially satisfied). This is required from the
section condition in SL(5) EFT.
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such that
c
(s,V )
ijk (x) = cijk(x) +
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
£n−1v dvˆ
)
ijk
≡ cijk(x) + 3 ∂[iζ(s,V )jk] (x) . (5.23)
Here,
ζ
(s,V )
ij (x) ≡
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
£n−1v vˆ
)
ij
(x) =
∫ s
0
ds′ vˆ(s
′,V )
ij (x) ,
vˆ
(s,V )
ij (x) ≡ es£v vˆij(x) =
∂xks
∂xi
∂xls
∂xj
vˆkl(xs) ,
(5.24)
where xms ≡ es v xm. In SL(5) EFT, there is a trivial Killing vector has the form, VM =(
0, ∂[iαj]
)
.19 The corresponding ζ
(s,V )
ij (x) becomes locally an exact two-form, so it does not
generate a gauge transformation. Therefore, as in the case of DFT, we identify two gauge
parameters related by a trivial Killing vector as the same gauge parameter.
Now, as in section 3 for DFT, one can show that the combination Cijk(x) ≡ Cijk(x)−cijk(x)
transforms as
δV Cijk(x) = £vCijk(x) , (5.25)
Its finite transformation is simply given by
C
(s,V )
i1i2i3
(x) =
∂x
[j1
s
∂x[i1
∂xj2s
∂xi2
∂x
j3]
s
∂xi3]
Cj1j2j3(xs) . (5.26)
Combining this with (5.23), we obtain
C
(s,V )
i1i2i3
(x) =
∂x
[j1
s
∂x[i1
∂xj2s
∂xi2
∂x
j3]
s
∂xi3]
(
Cj1j2j3 − cj1j2j3
)
(xs) + ci1i2i3(x) + 3 ∂[i1ζ
(s,V )
i2i3]
(x) . (5.27)
We emphasize again that the finite transformation depends not only gauge parameters but
also local specification of the null surface N by cijk(x), which can be chosen arbitrarily.
For a generalized vector, WM (x), we have the finite transformation
WM(s,V )(x) =
 δij 0
− 1√
2
C
(s,V )
i1i2j
(x) δj1j2i1i2
 wj(s,V )(x)
1√
2
wˆ
(s,V )
j1j2
(x)
 = SMN WN (xs) (5.28)
with
SMN ≡
 δik 0
− 1√
2
c
(s,V )
i1i2k
(x) δk1k2i1i2
∂xk∂xls 0
0 ∂x
[l1
s
∂x[k1
∂x
l2]
s
∂xk2]
 δlj 0
1√
2
cl1l2j(xs) δ
j1j2
l1l2
 . (5.29)
We see that each matrix, and hence SMN as well, is an element of SL(5) duality symmetry
group.20
19In the SL(5)-covariant coordinates xA, this can be written as V A(x) = −εABc∂Bαc(x), which indeed
satisfies £ˆVW
A = 0 for an arbitrary vector field WA(x).
20See [26,63] for the matrix representation of the exceptional group elements.
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We close EFT consideration with a comment. We can alternatively define the transformed
dual coordinates, y˜sij , as a solution of the differential equation,
d
ds
y˜sij(x) =
1√
2
vˆ
(s,V )
ij (x) . (5.30)
It reads
y˜sij(x) = y˜ij +
1√
2
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
£n−1v vˆ
)
ij
(x) = y˜ij +
1√
2
ζ
(s,V )
ij (x) . (5.31)
This is again defined only up to the equivalence relation, y˜ij ' y˜ij + ∂[iαj]. Using this dual
coordinates, we can again confirm the composition law property as in section 3.4.
6 Discussions
In this paper, we proposed a new approach for finite transformation in DFT and EFT using
a geometric quantity that describes the local embedding of a null surface N (on which the
physical fields are defined) inside doubled or exceptional spacetime. Our approach transforms
not only conventional coordinates but also dual coordinates, similar to Hohm and Zwiebach’s
approach. However, ours is free from Papadopoulos problem the latter approach is afflicted
by. Our approach put the condition ∂˜m = 0 at the outset, similar to Hull’s approach and
different from Hohm and Zwiebach’s approach, thus treating the conventional coordinates
xm and the dual coordinates x˜m on different footing. Our approach has the advantage that
the composition of finite transformations is satisfied manifestly covariant. Our approach has
another advantage that it can be straightforwardly extended to the SL(5) EFT to its finite
transformations.
Our approach is easily applicable to other EFTs once we have the twist matrix LMN that
defines the untwisted vector. In EFT, a parameterization of the generalized metric MMN of
the formMMN = LKM LLN MˆKL is found in [26], where the twist matrix, LMN , is composed
only of the gauge potentials while the untwisted generalized metric, M̂KL, is composed only
of the metric. Using the twist matrix, we can obtain the finite transformation law in EFT
for En for n ≤ 7 in the M-theory section (see [64] for E8). In SL(5) EFT, by choosing a
suitable section, we can also reproduce the type IIB supergravity [62, 65]. In this case, the
twisting is given by the type IIB gauge potentials and the resulting finite transformation law
will have a different form. In addition, we can also consider a non-geometric twisting using
the Ωijk field [63,65]. The non-geometric twisting is necessary, for example, in describing the
background of the exotic 53-brane (see [60, 65]). In the case of DFT, since the number of
the dual directions was equal to the that of the original directions, the difference between the
H-twisting and the R-twisting was just in the position of the indices. In the case of SL(5)
EFT, as the two numbers differ each other, the situation will be slightly changed. In general
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EFTs up to E7, the parameterization in the IIB section and non-geometric parameterization
in the M-theory/IIB section will be identified explicitly in our ongoing work [66], and the
investigation of the finite transformation laws in such cases will be relegated to our separate
future works.
In this paper, we considered only a finite coordinate transformation that is connected to
the identity. It may be possible to apply our approach also to various semi-direct products
of connected / disconnected diffeomorphisms in d-dimensions and a finite B-transformation
connected / disconnected to the identity, with rich topological classifications. It would be also
interesting to study the consistency of our finite transformation laws from the viewpoints of
the string worldsheet theory or the membrane worldvolume theory. In the duality covariant
formulation of such theories such as the double sigma model, the string worldsheet is embed-
ded into the doubled spacetime. Under a generalized diffeomorphism, the string worldsheet
should be mapped according to our coordinate transformation, xM → xMs , up to the trivial
coordinate gauge symmetry generated by a trivial Killing vector. The consistency check, such
as whether the equations of motion in the worldsheet theory is covariant under the generalized
diffeomorphism, will be an important task to be confirmed.
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